PrintED Change of Lead Instructor Flow Chart
The new lead instructor will send the completed Instructor Data Form (IDF) and the PrintED Standards
Binders to the GAERF Consultant for review.

The IDF determines whether the individual meets
the qualifications to become an approved PrintED
Instructor. If the Instructor is not approved,
recommendations are made, and requirements
must be met before PrintED accreditation can be
reinstated.

If the Standards Binders are approved, a Change
of Instructor application/$600 fee is submitted. If
the Standards Binders are not approved, or
cannot be located, the school must submit a new
accreditation application.

At the onsite visit, the ETL reviews the Standards and Evaluation Guide, the Administrative Standards
Binder, and the Standard 3.2A Binders assembled by the previous instructor with the new instructor.

During the next several months, the instructor may elect to delete or add lesson plans or delete or add
additional areas of accreditation, but the Standards Binders must reflect that at least 85% of the
competencies are being taught in each accreditation area.

If no curriculum changes are made, the ETL
notifies GAERF to send Instructor the PrintED
test. Instructor returns the test to GAERF for
scoring.

If significant changes are made to the lesson plans
or accreditation areas are changed, the Standards
Binders must be updated. Once the Standards
Binders are complete, the ETL will notify GAERF
and self-evaluation documents will be sent to the
instructor.

Instructor and at least two members of the Advisory Committee conduct a self-evaluation of
the program, by using the Self-Evaluation Packet and the Standards & Evaluation Guides
provided by GAERF. The Instructor forwards the Self-Evaluation Packet, the Administrative
Standards binder and ALL Standard 3.2A binders to the GAERF consultant for review.

The GAERF consultant reviews the Standards Binders, and makes recommendations if
needed. The binders are returned to the ETL. The ETL follows up with the instructor if
recommendations are made. When requirements are met, the ETL returns the Self-Evaluation
Packet to GAERF and notifies GAERF to send Instructor the PrintED test. Instructor returns
the test to GAERF for scoring.

If passing score is achieved on the PrintED multiple-choice test, a letter reinstating PrintED accreditation is
sent to the instructor and supervisor.
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